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Criteria Selection
•

2017 Category Themes
o Long-term Care Task Force Report Criteria Selection:
• Person-centered care,
• Quality of life
• Quality of care
o Industry Trends:
• High-tech quality care
• Implementing a Quality Culture
• Implementing a Systematic Approach to Quality in Assisted
Living/Personal Care
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Application Process
• Application is made available to all PHCA Members Online
• Questions on the applications follow the CMS QAPI
Framework
• Respondents must provide
o
o
o
o
o

An overview of the problem
Describe the root cause analysis conducted by the organization
Outline the process or system implemented or revised,
Indicated any modifications to the project
Outline how the organization will sustain and/or continue to improve.

Scoring
•

A team of reviewers score each application utilizing a point
system.
• All applications are blinded to ensure a non-bias approach to
reviewing the application.
• Applications can receive up to 100 points with each section
being weighted individually.
o For example the section on sustainability is more heavily
weighted than description of the problem.
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Leadership’s Approach to Quality
•

•

•

Mission statement, core values, and vision are communicated to employees
on the first day of employment, setting a precedence of what is to be
expected in order to maintain the highest quality care and compassion.
Expectations and team approach to quality care is communicated in monthly
staff meetings, daily rounds, and modelling through our interactions each
day.
All staff is encouraged to provide feedback and recommendations for
improvement.

Description of How Quality is Deployed

Across all Levels of the organization
•
•

•
•
•
•

To achieve positive outcomes and deliver high quality care, every employee needs to
exhibit and live by our core values.
Our leading philosophy in staff success is fulfilled through our managers educating on
the spot. Coaching for improvement in the moment is accepted by the staff as an
everyday best practice for quality. This ensures that our staff is supported and given
the proper training to ensure high quality outcomes and being able to deliver quality
care.
Clinical rounds are executed daily to review admissions, 24 hour report,
rehospitalizations, falls, and medication errors to ensure clinical excellence.
Internal and external data is used daily to identify potential areas for improvement.
QAPI is interdisciplinary , Our direct line staff provide crucial input
Ultimately, we identify areas that need improvement in real time
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Demonstrating Results—Quality
Measures
•

•

Side Rail reduction program:
o Staff identified potential need for intervention, ie was patients really
benefiting from use
o OT and Nursing implemented new program
o Resulting in reduction of usage from 57% to 25%
Antipsychotic reduction:
o Casper showed us trending high
o Staff observed little to no changes in behavior with use for some patients
o Alternatives discussed and trials of same along with reduction of medication
initiated
by directly working with physician and family/patient
o Patient monitored for changes both positive and negative
o Successfully reduced usage from 19% to 11% and were recognized by the
DOH for this sustained effort and commitment to quality

Demonstrating
Organizational Results
• 2017 Quality Award Winner
• 10 year deficiency free
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Description of the Problem
• Quality Measure: Percentage of long-stay residents whose
ability to move independently worsened
• Below national average of 19.8% and state average of 18.1%
during the 4th Quarter of 2016
• Facility was at 20.1%
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Root Cause Analysis
•
•

A comprehensive analysis of processes related to the quality measure
were reviewed.
Processes included:
o Identification of ADL changes
o Referrals of long-stay residents to therapy
o MDS coding
o ADL education for nursing assistants
o Review of the restorative nursing program

Process Changes
• Director of Therapy reviews quarterly MDSs
• Any resident with a functional decline receives a therapy
evaluation
• Nursing Assistants submit alerts for any residents noted to
have a change in condition
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Evaluation of Progress
• Critical Steps
o Review of the ADL education to capture and correction
functional decline/improvement
o Resident refusals frequently led to a functional decline
• Audits are currently ongoing
o Restorative Nursing
o ADL documentation
• Sustainability Plan
o Quarterly education for Nursing Assistants on ADL training
o Director of Rehabilitation review of MDS declines for therapy
evaluations

Demonstrating Results
• Decreased the percentage of long-stay residents whose ability
to move independently worsened from 20.1% to 17.3% and
most recently down to 15.1%
• Now below state and national averages
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Person-Centered Care Defined
• Promotes choice, purpose and meaning in life.
• The person remains at the center of the care planning and
decision making process.
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The Quality Project
• Our project: “Liberalization”
• Improve resident input into how their day was structured

The Goal--Liberalization
• Allow for resident decision-making in daily life,
“liberalization”.
o
o
o
o
o

Medication times
Therapy times
Sleep patterns
Meal service
Activities
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The Process
•
•
•
•

Planning meetings
Staff trainings
Physician involvement
Order changes

Challenges
• Staff schedules
• Flexibility
• Communication
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Sustainability/Results
• Culture of Family
• Re-evaluation
• Increased resident and staff satisfaction
• Home-like environment
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Problem Description/Root Cause
Analysis
• Goal: Increase resident satisfaction for all new admissions
including those that arrive past regular business hours.
• The Root Cause Analysis was conducted on the Admission
Process. Although an Admissions Coordinator and Manager
On Duty were available from 8am till 7pm at night, there was
a trend of new admissions arriving past 7pm during “off
hours”. This trend posed a great challenge to ensure new
admissions had all of their questions answered during their
first night in the facility.
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Process and Program
Highlights
•

•

The Greeter Program was implemented. The Greeter Program is a
checklist of tasks to ensure the designated room is “Ready” to meet the
new admission expectations and ensures a simple and consistent greeting
and orientation to the facility and staff. Focuses of program include review
of the Admissions packet, Introduction to their Nurse and Aid as well as
their roommate where applicable, taking their meal order, reviewing a
simplified facility map of their unit and following up on any immediate
questions/issues they may have.
In addition, the Process to review Room Readiness for weekend
admissions on Friday’s was initiated. Friday reviews increased
coordination and communication with Nursing, Housekeeping and
Maintenance to improve first impressions and meet the level of
expectations derived from Customer Satisfaction Surveys
of discharged residents.

Program Adaptations
• The Process and Program has evolved since it was started.
With each new improvement, Staff education needed to occur
for the changes to run smoothly.
• Adding the 3-11 Nurse Supervisor to the Greeter Team
became necessary to ensure consistency for new admissions
during off-hours
• Reviewing presentation of items provided was upgraded to
placing care supplies in gift bags rather than in a wash basins.
The gift bags also Include leisurely materials (popular adult
coloring books), a background of the facility and Department
Heads, an Always Available Menu (with popular items like a
personal pizza), and locations of Activities they may interested in
during their stay.
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Sustaining Results
• Results are reviewed through out Customer Satisfaction
Surveys and discussed during monthly QAPI meetings for
continued process improvement.
o In Q1 of 2017, surveys from residents who had discharged from the facility rated the
admission process at 72% satisfaction of “Somewhat Organized”. Through continued
improvements to the Greeter Program and Room Readiness both Q2 and Q3 scores have
risen to 83.3% satisfaction of “Very and Completely Organized”.

• Revisions to the Program and Processes are made based off
continued Root Cause Analysis from the Customer Satisfaction
Survey. An in-house Questionnaire was developed to be proactive and engage residents during their stay for
feedback/recommendations and improve the Admission
Process.
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Problem Description
• Approximately 25% of our residents were not taking part in
either structured activities and events or utilizing their time
and abilities to pursue self-guided interests whether a hobby
or educational pursuit.

Root Cause Analysis
•

•

Utilizing resident interviews, it was determined that:
o Residents lacked the confidence to enter a group activity setting
o Residents were depressed
o Residents wanted a different type of activity
In addition:
o A correlation with overall satisfaction and engagement with decreased
engagement directly related to decrease satisfaction.
o Appearance of a higher anxiety level with those less engaged with the
resident focused personal medical concerns or pinpoint details of
community services.
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Process Implemented
• Approach: “It takes a village”
o All Team Members/All Departments invest in supporting resident
engagement.

• Manager-led activities
o Managers & Executive Director determine areas of interest or strength
to develop a weekly activity that they run.
o Activity is put on the calendar and broadcast as any other activity.

Challenges/Sustainability
• Shift in culture
o If scheduled, it must occur and on time
o We are ALL responsible to remind, encourage, and motivate.
o Team Member engagement correlates to Resident engagement

• Specific activity request challenges
o Monthly meeting for direct resident input on activities/events
calendar
o “Hey, lets give it a try” approach
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Results
•
•
•
•
•

Increased attendance to ALL activities and events
Identification and delivery of specific interests for those who are seeking
that ‘one thing’
Currently 100% residents are engaged in a minimum of 2 structured
activities weekly
Currently 95% resident are engaged in a minimum of 1 structured activity
daily
Improved overall resident satisfaction
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High-Technology Care
• Regional hospitals identified the need for nursing facilities to
provide LVAD care to residents. MCHS Lebanon responded to
the need.
Left
Ventricle
Assistive
Device
Electrically powered with battery
backup and generator power.

Service/Care Needs of the Residents
Many of the patients with LVAD’s go home. There are some who
require more care than can be accomplished at home. They are
short term and use the LVAD as a….
• Bridge to transplant
• Bridge to decision for transplant
• Have for balance of life
• Risk/Liability evaluation
o Staff competencies, capabilities, background and experience yielded decision
to go forward. If an LVAD can be maintained at home, there is little reason it
can’t be done in-house.
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Steps Taken to Ensure High Tech
Quality Care
• Partner with regional hospitals to establish training and lines
of communication.
• Education Licensed Staff. Training is offered quarterly and we
send staff for refresher class once per year.
• RN Nursing staff ACLS training raises awareness of cardiac
needs. Improved confidence/calmness of responding in
emergencies.
• Establish an expectation of 100% of licensed staff be able to
troubleshoot, maintain and assess LVAD residents.

Challenges
• Uncertainty of staff regarding unfamiliar equipment and
knowledge deficit. “We are going to bring in WHAT?”
• Understanding how to respond to LVAD “beeps” and alarms,
changing device controllers, and power sources, how routine
care is provided.
• Maintenance of drive line dressing site, infection control of
site, monitoring values (Mean Arterial Pressure)…weekly labs
are drawn.
• Assure generator power properly located in identified
resident rooms, emergent procedures if necessary,
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Elements to Ensure Sustainability
• Maintain relationship with LVAD coordinators at the hospitals
o Repeat educational opportunities over time to keep fresh in our knowledge
o Attend classes at the hospitals
o Refresher once a year.

• Ongoing educational updates
o Changes to improved models
o Introduction of new models

• In the end, staff have described LVAD care as a bit scary at the
start but really not all that difficult. If it can be done at home,
it can be done successfully in our facility.
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